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California Lattice (CalLat) 

□ CalLat structure
     ▫ new group, small, centered around LBL/Berkeley and LLNL
     ▫ focused on a single problem: construct a controlled theory of nuclear structure
        and reactions, and link that theory directly to LQCD

□ Nuclear physics: difficulty of traditional approaches in truncated spaces 
     ▫ results that depend on parameters with no obvious physical significance,
        such as “starting energies”, oscillator parameters, number of shells
     ▫ wave functions evaluated in truncated Hilbert space (P- or “included” space)
        which have no precise connection to the exact wave function in P+Q,
        with properties (like orthogonality) that should not persist under P

□ The lattice QCD challenge:
     ▫ the fermion sign problem endemic to Monte Carlo many-body theory

CalLat:  these problems may have a common solution



The Conventional Nuclear Physics Approach
     
     ▫ Conceptually want to go from LQCD to an effective non-relativistic
        many-nucleon calculation in a truncated Hilbert space = P

      ▫ Know from effective field theory this is a well-posed problem

      ▫ What is actually done is the following “two-step”

      ▫ The resulting NN interaction is highly singular and nonperturbative

      ▫ Consequently the reduction P+Q to P is challenging, forcing uncontrolled
         approximations, e.g., a plane-wave basis (momentum is not a valid cutoff for P), 
         with scattering limited to two nucleons
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CalLat’s Unconventional Approach
 
Idea #1   
     ▫ Effective theories should not be executed in two steps, especially if step one 
        produces a largely intractable step two!

      ▫ There is a unique, finite, compact Hilbert space P for solving the non-relativistic
         many-nucleon problem:  the HO         (translational invariance)

      ▫ The effective interaction Heff in that space is NOT a potential, but something
         far more interesting  — Q contains large corrections in both the infra-red and
         ultra-violet

      ▫ This multi-scale problem can be factored into its UV/IR components.
         The UV components connected with the singular nature of the short-
         range interaction can be very accurately represented by a few low-energy
         constants (LECs)

      ▫ Question:  Working in a compact Hilbert space, can one in a determine the
         LECs from the available experimental information, the NN phase shifts?    



With!!"!summed!to!all!orders,!shrinking!
the!harmonic!oscillator!length!scale!enables!
the!capture!of!the!important!part!of!V!with!
no!contact!gradient!terms!in!a!very!small!
basis.!!!We!can!see!this!in!the!prediction!of!
the!Deuteron!binding!energy!from!the!P@
space!effective!Hamiltonian.!!!The!upper!
green!lines!show!the!predicted!binding!
energy!in!different!sized!P!spaces!where!we!
simply!take!matrix!elements!of!the!
Hamiltonian!T+V.!!In!contrast,!the!lower!
blue!lines!show!the!effect!of!completely!
summing!the!contribution!of!scattering!by!
!",!yielding!quite!accurate!predictions!of!
the!Deuteron!binding!energy.!

!
!

Fitting&to&Continuum&Scattering&Phase&Shifts&
The!prior!work!on!HOBET!shows!its!power,!but!does!rely!on!the!existence!of!a!known!
potential.!!!!In!experiment!and!in!lattice!QCD!calculations,!the!relevant!measurable!
quantities!are!the!partial!wave!phase!shifts.!!!!!We!need!a!way!to!derive!the!interaction!
directly!from!continuum!phase!shifts.!
!
The!key!to!fitting!to!phase!shifts!is!to!realize!that!the!operator!!/ ! − !! !is!not!unique.!!!!
Unlike!the!negative!energy!case,!there!is!a!free!choice!of!boundary!condition!at!infinity.!!!The!
choice!corresponds!to!the!phase!shift!implied!by!a!real!periodic!wave!function!at!infinity.!!!!
This!correspondence!can!be!seen!by!first!decomposing!the!operator.!!!
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The!sub@expression!in!braces!is!simply!a!matrix!in!the!P@space.!!The!locations!of!asymptotic!
zeros!produced!when!this!operator!is!applied!to!an!edge!state!are!controlled!by!the!
operator!in!front,!1/ ! − ! .!!This!operator!can!be!implemented!as!a!Green’s!function,!
mating!an!inner!and!outer!solution!of! ! − ! ! = 0.!!The!inner!solution!must!go!to!0!at!r=0,!
and!the!outer!solution!naturally!becomes!a!linear!combination!of!sin !" !and!cos !" !at!
large!r.!!!The!combination!is!chosen!to!match!the!desired!phase!shift.!!!Having!done!so,!we!
see!that!the!resulting!transformed!edge!state!wavefunction!matches!the!untransformed!one!
at!small!r,!but!at!large!r!has!the!desired!periodic!behavior!and!phase!shift.!!In!the!diagram!to!
below!the!transformed!edge!state!was!scaled!to!match!the!edge!state!at!r=0!for!comparison.!

Simple example:  the deuteron with av18 potential
standard C.I. approach requires ∼100       to achieve 1 keV accuracy~!

IRUV
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Idea #2 
     ▫ If one can solve step #1, then one a procedure for exactly propagating
        the two-body physics through an N-body system: 

     ▫ The exact result is obtained by the substitution of

        in the Bloch-Horowitz equation

     ▫ The interaction now is soft and restricted to P —
        no longer highly nonperturbative (great!)

     ▫ But it is many-body (not so great):  soft, strong-interaction 
        scattering, separated by enhanced IR energy-dependent propagation

     ▫ Thus we have challenge #2:
        Adapt the numerical machinery of nuclear physics — Lanczos-based direct
        diagonalizations in P —  to handle the more complex many-body
        interactions that HOBET generates

V ! P


E

E � TQ
(V + V�)

E

E �QT

�
P

3)  Build the theory of the A-body system:  very pretty

Q

P

P

 Q

P

P

N1+N2 < Λ N1+N2+N3 < Λ

← KE Green’s
     

← P(Veff)P

the A-body problem

long-term goal:  marry exact formalism to the best codes/biggest machines

Friday, September 18, 2009

(soft)



(a) continuum (b) discretized

Figure 1: Spherical harmonics Y1,1 and Y3,1 in the continuum (a) and restricted to a cubic grid (a).
The colors encode the complex phase.

factor. This matching factor typically requires good knowledge of phase shifts and their first
derivatives for all (intermediate) states involved in that process. For the parity violating
proton-proton scattering, these would be S and P-wave phase shifts. For that reason, we have
started a massive calculation of two-nucleon scattering amplitudes in order for extracting
phase shifts of higher partial waves. We aim at extracting all partial waves up to the F-wave
channel (see below). Note that although big progress was made in the much easier case
of coupled channel two-meson scattering, a controlled ab initio calculation of higher partial
wave, two-nucleon phase shifts is an absolute novelty.

• Since the lattice discretization breaks rotational invariance, angular momentum is not a good
quantum number. Instead, states with good quantum numbers transform according to the
irreducible representations of the cubic group.

This e↵ect is illustrated by an example: in the continuum, the spherical harmonics used
to project a state onto some definite orbital angular momentum satisfy an orthogonality
relation. Panel (a) in Figure 1 shows Y1,1 and Y3,1: here, the coloring encodes the information
about the complex phase of the spherical harmonics. Panel (b) shows the same functions but
restricted to the corners of a cube. Here, the sizes of the spheres represent the absolute values
of the spherical harmonics at the corresponding points. It is easy to see that both common
normalization and orthogonality between the two functions are lost.

Due to the fact that the cubic group is discrete, there is no one-to-one mapping between the
continuum angular momentum states and the states with good lattice quantum numbers. As
a consequence, one obtains an unphysical mixing of partial waves of same parity, on top of
the physical mixing due to the tensor component of the nuclear force. In order to disentangle
the unphysical part of the mixing, a complicated determinant equation has to be solved.
This procedure requires computing multiple finite volume energy levels to a high precision.
Our sophisticated non-local operators have good overlap even with states of large relative
momenta, such that we can extract various energy levels to a good precision on every volume.

Table 1 shows our utilization of various computer resources for the two-nucleon scattering results
shown below.

Discussion

Some results for these calculations are shown in Figure 2. The left-most figure in each row shows
the e↵ective masses for a variety of relative momenta on our 243 ⇥ 48 lattices, while the middle
figure does the same for the 323 ⇥ 48 lattices. The colored bands in these plots correspond to a

(a) Isospin-1,

1S0

(b) Isospin-0,

1P1

(c) Isospin-1,

1D2

(d) Isospin-1,

3D2

Figure 2: Plateaus for 243⇥48 and 323⇥48 lattices and the corresponding phase shifts for a variety
of lattice irreducible representations and their corresponding partial waves. Yellow horizontal bands
represent fits to a constant (for the S-wave, it is inversely proportional to the scattering length),
while blue bands include a linear dependence (which corresponds to the next order in the e↵ective
range expansion).

{a3S1
LO , a3S1

NLO} $ exp, or

{a3S1
LO , a3S1

NLO} $ LQCD

Idea #3 
     ▫ If one completes steps #1, #2, then one will have also rigorously connected 
        LQCD to conventional many-body theory

     ▫ Just replace experiment by LQCD

        in the Bloch-Horowitz equation

     ▫ This effectively is an end-run around
        the LQCD fermion sign problem:
        the non-relativistic theory HOBET
        is explicitly antisymmetric

     ▫ Opens up wonderful opportunities to
        “mix and match” LQCD, experiment

     ▫ Challenge #3: Develop LQCD NN
        scattering techniques beyond point 
        s-wave: spatially extended sources, partial waves



Three Key Advances this Past Year 

▫ Development of a simple method to construct the effective interaction directly
   from phase-shift input 

▫ Development of Bigstick into a very powerful Lanczos engine for solving
   HOBET’s C.I. problem, in large spaces

▫ Completion of the first LQCD calculations of s-wave scattering beyond the 
   scattering length limit, and the first calculations of higher partial wave scattering
   (Andre Walker-Loud)

These map onto the three components of our program



1. Doing scattering in an compact Hilbert space 
 

▫ there exists a solution for any E>0:  the
       projection of a continuum wave function 
       onto a discrete HO basis is well defined

▫ the IR/UV separation yields the following
       HOBET equation

     ▫ the Green’s function goes to the free Green’s function asymptotically;  we pick
        an E and define that function by inserting the known experimental  δ(E),
        building in the right IR behavior

     ▫ we solve the eigenvalue equation in P — and fail to get a solution at E

     ▫ the only missing physics is UV:  we adjust          until we get a self-consistent
        solution at E — thereby determining the LECs — simple and direct!

He↵ = P
E

E � TQ


T � T

Q

E
T + V + V UV (a3S1

LO , ...)

�
E

E �QT
P

a3S1
LO

He↵P = EP 



Six energy-independent constants in N3LO (four in NNLO) are determined

Yield (nearly) exact projection P of the true wave function as a continuous
function of r and as a continuous function of  E<50 MeV

Done without any knowledge of the “potential” outside of P — a true ET 

Poster:  WH + Ken McElvain
To be submitted to PRL(pp, nn channel)



A Direct Construction of the Nuclear Effective
Interaction from Scattering Observables

Wick Haxton12,Kenneth McElvain12

1Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, 2University of California, Berkeley

Introduction

I A long standing problem is the construction of an effective
Hamiltonian, Heff , for the nuclear interaction in a restricted harmonic
oscillator (HO) basis with projection operator P. Q is the excluded
part of the basis with P + Q = 1, . Expressing Heff in such a basis
enables the use of powerful sparse matrix techniques to compute
the ground and excited states of nuclei and to take matrix elements
of operators against those states.

I The usual strategy for constructing Heff is to first construct a
”realistic” NN interaction potential, followed by a reduction of H in
P + Q to just P. The reduction process includes imposing a
momentum cutoff, which violates the many-body HO cutoff required
by translational invariance as well as introducing errors due to
overlaps between the included HO states and excluded momentum
states. Further uncontrolled errors are due to the neglect of
many-body forces induced by renormalization. For the desired small
P, these errors become more severe.

I The kinetic energy operator T is problematic in the HO basis
because it acts as a hopping operator, coupling the highest shell in
P with the lowest same-parity shell in Q, strongly coupling P and Q
in an energy-sensitive way (small energy denominators). These
infra-red corrections must be addressed, as a short-range effective
theory (ET) cannot be successful if the proper infra-red behavior has
not been built in.

I The infra-red problem was solved for the bound-state problem by
Luu and Haxton, by reorganizing the formula for Heff to allow
summation of T to all orders using numerical and Green’s function
methods. A short-range ET then became highly successful.

I The present work extends the approach to the continuum, where
phase shifts at energy E define the long range behavior of the
Green’s functions, determining the analogous infra-red corrections.
The self-consistent energy requirements are then used to directly fit
the short range coefficients of the ET without the previous
approximations.

Continuum Version of Theory

We use the Haxton-Luu form of the Bloch-Horowitz equation.

We choose V to be a function that accurately models the long range
potential. The contact operator expansion will capture the short
range difference between V and the physical potential by fitting to
the scattering observables. In the following expansion operator b† is
the quanta creation operator and c† raises angular momentum by 2.
Operators are grouped by order and each operator has a
corresponding energy independent effective theory (ET) parameter.

�V = �`0,` �Vsingle + �`0,`±2 �S0,1 �S,1 �Vtensor
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The operator E/(E �QT ) is chosen to reproduce the long range
scattering wave function from the edge state of the harmonic
oscillator basis (non-edge states are not affected by the operator).
The choice can be made by noting that E

E�QT P = E
E�T

�
P 1

E�T P
 �1P

and choosing the outer solution for the Green’s function E/(E � T )
to have the desired phase shifted periodic behavior.
Matrix elements of T � TQT/E , V and �V are taken at a range of
energies, and the coefficients of the contact operator expansion are
fit to reproduce the energies, as required for self consistancy. Once
we have the ET coefficients, the scattering observables at other
energies, bound states and the effective theory wave functions can
be computed.

Application to Neutron Proton Scattering - 1S0 Channel

For testing purposes we set V to the Argonne v18 potential because with it we
can numerically solve the Schrödinger equation and compare the projected
wave function to the ET one. The ET parameters are fit to minimize the sum of
squared relative error across the shown sample energies. This fitting problem
is also known as an inverse eigenvalue problem.

Figure: Lepage Plot showing Convergence and Projected v.s. ET Wave Functions at 3 energies.

On the left we see the convergence of the relative energy self consistency
error with the order of the ET theory. On the right we see that the restriction of
the full numerical solution to P and the ET wave functions are nearly identical
with the only visible difference occurring in a tiny volume near the origin.

The Deuteron Bound State - 3S1/3D1 Coupled Channel

The deuteron bound state is a mix of 3S1 and 3D1 states. The HO strength is
~! = 28.7MeV. We include 5 S states and 4 D states in P for a consistent
energy cutoff. As in the 1S0 case above, the ET coefficients are fit to produce
the required self consistent energies across the 0.5 to 50MeV range.

Order EBND
P

(�E/E)2

LO -2.1886 3.0e-2
NLO -2.2075 3.8e-4

NNLO -2.2249 1.5e-7
Full -2.2245 -

Figure: Bound state wave functions and table of energies by ET order.

On the left we see a comparison between restricted wave function and the ET
wave function. The restricted wave function was produced with the bare
interaction in a large, ⇤ = 100, harmonic oscillator basis, which was required
for good energy convergence. On the right we see how the binding energy and
the continuum self consistency error converges with the order of the ET.

Conclusions

I We have demonstrated that the short range effective theory coefficients can be
determined directly from scattering observables, yielding an effective nuclear
Hamiltonian without the prior uncontrolled errors and convoluted construction.

I Matching the Green’s functions to the scattering observables enables a
complete sum to all orders of the contribution of scattering by T through Q, the
excluded states. This results in rapid convergence even with a very small
basis, which is advantageous when the interaction is used with shell model
calculations.

I Recent LQCD work in the CalLat group is producing nuclear phase shifts for a
sample of energies and angular momentum channels. This work can be used
to determine the nuclear interaction from QCD results, giving a path to
determining properties of nuclei directly from QCD.
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Harmonic Oscillator Based Effective Theory (HOBET) Nuclear PNC from LQCD

If one has the exact Heff and the exact P,
one has the exact full-space eigenvalue

3S1 (deuteron) channel:  deuteron binding energy prediction

sub-keV binding energy accuracy at NNLO (4 LECs)

(without LECs and without our IR summation, 
the deuteron would not even bind)



2.  Bigstick development: our Lanczos engine 

     ▫ HOBET’s IR-UV scale separation is provided by the diagonalization in P:
        we need to be able to handle                calculations for nontrivial nuclei  
     ▫ the interaction is spectator-dependent and many-body 
     ▫ the eigenvalue problem must be solved self-consistently — at each energy

Examined existing Lanczos engines to see which could provide the best starting point
     
Bigstick was selected
     ▫ developed under SciDACII/UNEDF to a level where bases              reached 
        (C. Johnson, E. Ormand)
     ▫ clean, logical, modular structure - published algorithm review, and a helpful
        internals document
     ▫ on-the-fly Hamiltonian construction optimizing memory requirements, speed
     ▫ existing capabilities for a three-body       .  Most modules needed for an 
        extension to four bodies present
     ▫ a build-in indexing scheme that can be exploited to treat HOBET’s spectator
        dependence

⇤ = 8~!

⇠ 3 · 108

He↵



Bigstick v7.2 
(7/2014)

Bigstick-SM/CalLat 
(3/2015)

∼ 3 x 108

                             Poster:  Shan, McElvain, Johnson, Williams
                        Also: Shan, McElvain, Johnson, Williams, Ormand
∼ 1010                     “Parallel Implementation and Performance
                              Optimization of the C.I. Method,”
                              to be presented @ SuperComputing 2015

Bigstick-SM 8.0 
(est 10/2015)

∼ 7 x 1010

Bigstick-HOBET 2.0b

Bigstick-HOBET 2.0a
       

Bigstick-HOBET — One Year into a 3-year program

Heff(2):
indexing, matrix

inversion

AM questions:
nonlinear

solver

3.0, 4.0, ….



Nonrelativistic Nuclear 
Structure

(model dependent)

Cold Lattice QCD
(exact, but with a sign

problem growing with A)

Big Picture



Nonrelativistic Nuclear 
Structure

(model dependent)

Cold Lattice QCD
(exact, but with a sign

problem growing with A)

↔↔

CalLat 

connect to 
fundamental theory

experimental
observables 

⇐
A Controlled 

Nonrelativistic ET
applicable to nuclei

Cold Lattice QCD
focused on NN

scattering observables

vv

v v�LQCDLECs

Big Picture



Associated Math and CS Challenges

↔↔

CalLat 

connect to 
fundamental theory

experimental
observables 

A Controlled 
Nonrelativistic ET
described by LECs

Cold Lattice QCD
focused on NN

scattering observables

vv

v v�LQCDLECs

     ▫ large-basis Lanczos
        diagonalization, 
        complex Hamiltonian
     ▫ nonlinear eigenvalue
        problem
     ▫ linear operator
        inversion 

▫ inversion of the LQCD
   Dirac operator 
   requiring solvers for
   4D complex lattices
▫ contractions for
   operator evaluation
 ▫ I/O
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II.      Lattice QCD, NN phase shifts

André Walker-Loud



II.      Lattice QCD, NN phase shifts

One of our main goals is to 
compute weak parity-violating 
two-nucleon amplitude
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II.      Lattice QCD, NN phase shifts

One of our main goals is to 
compute weak parity-violating 
two-nucleon amplitude
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In order to understand this weak interaction (and 
other Standard Model and Beyond interactions) we 
must understand the NN interaction from QCD
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lattice QCD calculations performed in finite volume
infinite volume scattering phase shifts
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Rotational symmetry and the lattice 
(How to map a sphere into a cube)

✦ Finite volume cubic lattice breaks rotational symmetry 
✦ In continuum one has orthonormal states with definite Angular Momentum 
✦ Not so on the lattice

✦ One obtains unphysical mixing of partial waves of same parity 
✦ Luscher disentangles unphysical mixing (solve complicated det eq. - Raúl Briceño et al 
✦ Need many finite volume energy levels to high precision 
✦ Need SOURCES that couple to P,D,F waves (can not be local operators)

P
F

Not orthogonal in angular momentumorthogonal angular momentum basis
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FIG. 2: Shown are examples of the phase shift determination in the spin-triplet channel (top row) and spin-singlet channel
(bottom row). In most panels we plot q2`+1 cot �` which is used to determine the parameters in the ERE. For the spin-triplet
channel, we also show the phase shift � 3P2

as a function of the lattice momenta. For the 1F3 state, we obtain only a single
non-zero value for the phase shift, corresponding to � 1F3

/� = 32(1315) at (q/m⇡)
2 = 0.3155(6053).

from the truncation of the ERE and alternate methods
to estimate the infinite volume binding energies.
We can compare our results in the 1S0 and 3S1 chan-

nels to those in Ref. [45]. In both channels, we find
two states in the spectrum with energies below the two-
nucleon threshold (in the 1S0, we only find two states on
the L/b = 32 volume). The lowest energy levels, which
are determined with the local NN interpolating fields, are
consistent with those in Ref. [45], which also used local
NN interpolating fields. In the 3S1 channel, the state con-
sistent with a shallow bound state was found with non-
local NN interpolating fields. These results are intuitive.
The wave-function of a bound state will fall o↵ approxi-
mately as e��r where � =

p
MB is the binding momen-

tum: the larger the binding energy, the more localized the
state will be, and the more similar it’s wave-function will
be to the corresponding infinite-volume state. Therefore,
an interpolating field that is localized on a sale ⇠ 1/�
will have a larger overlap onto the state, while an inter-
polating field that is either too localized, or too spread
out over the volume will have a smaller overlap onto the
state, possibly rendering the interpolating operator and
corresponding correlation function insensitive to a given
state. This is consistent with the spectrum we computed.
In order to determine if the shallow bound state we ob-

serve in the 3S1 channel is truly an infinite volume bound
state or a threshold scattering state, a full basis of inter-

polating fields in momentum space at both the source
and sink, as has been successfully used in the two-meson
systems [25, 26, 36–38], maybe necessary. That is beyond
the scope of this work however, as with current technol-
ogy for two-nucleon systems, the numerical cost of such
a calculation would be at least an order of magnitude
higher.

Summary: This work presents the implementation of
new two-nucleon interpolating fields which allow, for the
first time, a robust determination of ` > 0 scattering
phase shifts in the NN sector. Further, this improved ba-
sis of interpolating operators are sensitive to additional
states in the spectrum that were not found with only lo-
cal operators with higher statistics. This has been made
possible by three previously unexploited tools. First was
the development of displaced two-nucleon interpolating
sources. These are necessary to have appreciable over-
lap with partial waves beyond the S-wave as the ` 6= 0
orbital wavefunctions are zero at the origin. Second was
the use of momentum space sink operators that were not
restricted to the simplest cubic irreps. Finally, we ap-
plied the formalism for two-nucleon systems in a finite
volume [56], with notable success for the 3P2 channel.
This work represents the first crucial step towards the
study of more challenging systems such as three-neutron
interactions and the S ! P wave parity violating pp in-
teraction.

S P

D

First LQCD calculation 
of P,D(,F) wave NN

Evan Berkowitz
Thorsten Kurth
Amy Nicholson



Our improved basis of 
operators gives sensitivity to 
more states in the spectrum
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Finally - progress on the parity violating amplitude
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Summary
✴ Significant investment to developing best methods and software 
✴ Testing of methods has produced first results 
✴ Results are a first for LQCD: NN partial waves [S],P, D,F - paper to 

appear in 1 week 
✴ First results for I=2 parity violating amplitude - need to increase 

statistics for publishable result 
✴ For the Lattice QCD effort so far, we have worked closely with 

Abhinav Sarje (LBNL CRD) and Balint Joó (JLab) to optimize 
various aspects of our code.

Going Forward
✴ NN scattering phase shifts at m_pi = 600, 400 MeV for S,P,D,F 

partial waves 
✴ NN scattering with PV operator insertion with m = 800,600,400 MeV 
✴ Insert to HOBET directly and also extrapolate and test extrapolation 

to physical pion mass (140 MeV) 
✴ Implement efficient Fast Fourier Transform (slowest part of code) 
✴ Explore multigrid methods to reach lower pion mass


